We are a professionally managed organization engaged in manufacturing and supplying wide range of electronics process control solutions, control system for industrial automation process and software developments.
About Us

**Electrocom Technology India Limited** is flourishing enterprise dealing in the arena of manufacturing process control instruments, advance processor based technology for industrial automation and control panels for more than a decade.

Our company has carved a niche for itself as one of the paramount manufacturers and suppliers of Counters, Timers, Temperature Controllers, Programmers, Loom Data Monitor, Data Loggers, Jigger Programmer, Boiler Temperature Controllers, Annunciator, Centralise Production Monitoring System, Sequence Timer with Controllers, Sequence Programmer, Cyclic Timer, Time Switch, Traffic Sequencer, Furnace Heat Control Panel, Dyeing Panels, Machinery Automation, Flow & Level Indicators, PLC, Scada Control Panels, PC Communication (Serial-parallel-Usb) Products etc.

We Are Also well Known for bringing advance technology customize application software and generalized software. We have Taxation Software that includes Income tax, eTds., VAT, Service Tax, ROC, CMA and Audit Reports. Similarly we have Investment Management Software, Portfolio Management and Range of financial Management Customize Application Softwares.

Currently, We have been providing more than 100 products with 400 plus different models as per the clients demand. Our expertise in hardware designing and software development has assisted us in entering the sphere of developing world class utility software that can...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/etil/profile.html
LOOM DATA MONITOR

Loom Data Monitor Pick Counter Efficiency Stoppage Display

Power Loom Length Counter Meter

Pick Counter Textile
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND SERVICES

Taxation Software for Tax Professionals

Audit Report and Balance Sheet Software for CA

Customized Software
ETDS SOFTWARE

Best TDS Software

ETDS Return Software

Annunciator Systems
SEQUENCE TIMER CONTROLLER

Sequence Timer Controller Programmable

Hour Indicators

Sequence Controllers

Sequence Controller Timer
PRODUCTION DATA MONITORING SYSTEM

Cyclic Timer Adjustable Digital Forward Reverse On - Off

Deca Monitors

Jigger Data Monitors

LENGTH HANK SHIFT COUNTER METER
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- GST Software
- GST Return Filing Software
- Accounting Software
- Income Tax Software
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Income Tax Software in Ahmedabad
- Cyclic Timers
- Warping Monitors
| **Factsheet** |
|---------------|---------------|
| **Year of Establishment** | 1996 |
| **Nature of Business** | Manufacturer |
| **Total Number of Employees** | 11 to 25 People |
CONTACT US

Electrocom Software Private Limited
Contact Person: Jain

No. 505, Sukhsagar Complex, Usmanpura Cross Road
Ahmedabad - 380013, Gujarat, India

📞 +91-8048600911
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/etil/